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Coloreel Studio Software Release v1.2.5 
Compared with v1.1.3 

Release date: 2022-04-08 

 

General 

The new Coloreel Studio software update, version 1.2, has improved functions and fixes to known 
issues. 

A checking tool is added to verify if the design (colors) includes areas with high amount of ink. 
Areas with high amount of ink can affect the result of the embroidery in a negative way. 

The installation wizard and icon in Windows bar is updated with the new Coloreel brand design. 

The Coloreel Studio software is now also a certified software meaning that when installing the 
software, it is showing that the software is generated from Coloreel Group AB (publ).  

 
Main Features 

 Implementation of the new Coloreel brand language in the Installation Wizard 
 Coloreel Group AB is now digital certified company meaning that Coloreel Studio is 

released from a known company/source 
 The background is now transparent when a thumbnail is created 
 When open Gamut Tool colors from timeline are automatically presented 
 Check is introduced, if high amount of ink, when saving file 
 User can mark and move more than one section to the left or to the right at same time 
 User settings saved when closing, example CCP narrow/max setting 
 With the use of Tool Tip in palette, the user can see the color properties 

 
Fixes  

 Corrected the error that occurred when opening a *.CSE with many empty threads 
(ZD722) 

 Operators can now easily extend the visible bar to its ends after usage 
 Stability improvements when updating stitches with new *.DST file 
 When closing an unsaved *.CSE design with ‘X’ in upper right corner the file is saved via 

pop up window 

 It is now possible to open read-only files in Coloreel Studio 
 Hot fix v1.2.3: Handling of color change precision parameters in Settings file when 

upgrading Coloreel Studio from older software version. 
 Hot fix v1.2.4: Included new ICC profile and volume limiter, same as is introduced in ITC-

U from v1.9. The drop-down menu Color Proposal is removed from Soft Proofing Gamut 
Tool as it is not needed with new ink limiter. 

 Hot fix v1.2.5: Digital certified software (installation), soft proofing CCP handling 
improvements, stitch counter refresh handling. 
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Known issues 
 - 

 
 
Ink check 
When a user of Coloreel Studio saves a design, a check is made to see if there are areas in the 
file that have colors with high amount of ink. This can, dependent on the material to be 
embroidered on, affect the result and quality of the design. If there are areas with high amount of 
ink it will result in an extra dialog box for user to adjust the amount of ink or to ignore and proceed 
without the adjustment. 

 


